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Topics & Italy
presentation
The Social business model and creating social values are the main topics in
this presentation, and are a international value that often have no borders and is
getting more and more an European Value.
Many business activities in Italy, have a high social values with the idea of doing
“good for the community” or working for the welfare state.
This is general concept “sufficiently” developed in the concept of voluntarism and
charity.
Instead, well designed social businesses are less developed, and the concept is
rather new. The lack of information and training/education are the main factor
that cause this short supply.
Social business activities usually have specific requirements and issues that a
commercial activity or a productive activity doesn’t have. For instance: many
enterprises sustain programs have special grants for furniture and machinery but
no sustain on workers assumption, or to specific trainings.
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Definition Social Business in
Italy
The term social enterprise was first used in
Italy in the 1980s.
Refers to “innovative private initiatives established
by volunteer groups with the aim of delivering
social services or facilitating the integration of
disadvantaged people in the labour market”.
These initiatives were initially set up using existing non-profit legal forms,
then we established the Act on Social Cooperatives was passed in 1991
(Law no. 381/1991).
A legal category of ‘social enterprise’ was introduced in 2005 with the
adoption of the Law on Social Enterprises (Law no. 155/2006).
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Types of cooperatives: A e B
The law distinguishes between two types of
social cooperatives:
Social cooperatives supplying social, health
and educational services (defined by
law as type A social cooperatives); and
Social cooperatives integrating
disadvantaged groups into the labour market
(type B social cooperatives).
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Key Numbers
Social enterprises in Italy regularly registered
are 12.577.
• 365 have assumed the status of "social enterprise",
• 404 are the organizations report in their status as "social enterprise" but not
yet registered in the dedicated section
• 11,808 are social cooperatives (data Unioncamere-Infocamere 2011),
BUT
110,913 organizations constitute the "potential of social entrepreneurship":
22.468 non-profit organizations of a productive nature
88.445 for-profit companies operating in the sectors identified by the law as
areas in which it is possible to produce and exchange goods and services of
"social utility" in view of "general interest" objectives.
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The Third Sector
LAW DELEGATION 106/2016 ON
THE THIRD SECTOR
While safeguarding and insisting on the non-profitable nature of social
enterprises, measures are introduced to make this form of business more
attractive for organizations that could potentially become social
enterprises and for investors.
The impact of this reform will depend on the Administrative order
expected to make explicit the changes.
The reputation of social enterprises in Italy has been damaged by service procurement
scandals targeting applicants for international protection and migrants.
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The Third Sector in
Europe
▪ In Europe there are over 3
million active businesses in the
so called third sector, capable of
generating 6.5% of total jobs.
▪ A model in continuous growth,

both in absolute values and in
terms of employees: from 2011 to
2015 social cooperatives have

increased by 30% in Italy
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Italian ecosystem
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What Definition?
General Enterprise

1. Business to business
2. Business to consumers

From the 3 dimensions of an enterprise, the Social enterprise meets
1. entrepreneurial dimension distinguishes the social enterprise from
the non-profit.
2. The social dimension instead connotes the social vocation of the
company within the wider for-profit market.
3. governance dimension aims at recognizing its effective social
vocation, inclusion of social objectives.
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Where it stays?
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Which sectors
defined as social (e.g., delivery of social, health, educational,
cultural, and/or environmental services),
or they define the aims that must be pursued by the eligible
organisations (e.g., work integration of disadvantaged people,
fulfilling of local needs, local development).
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Case Study: italian brands
Case Study:

Attention to the weakest customers and the
supply chain

Toscani e la campagna No-Lita contro l’anoressia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_xInZ3PU9c
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Our local focus on social
business and good practice
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Focus on social enterprises
1. Le Curandaie is an association of Florence which mostly provides
services for women and their child (psychological assistance for postpartum depression, workshops etc. )
2. Social Business Lab is an association from Pistoia (Florence, Italy)
which aims to promote social business activities on its territory. The aim is
to sustain innovative and social oriented proposals through training
and tutoring activities.
3. Fontenuova, Made in Sipario and Dynamo Camp) are organizations
providing services for people with handicaps. Fontenuova and Made in
Sipario are social cooperatives where people with handicaps are workers
too or they have responsibilities in the daily organization’s activities.
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Results from S.B.
• the lack of education and training on the topic.
• The main risk is to create organizations which are not sustainable.
• governance system of the organization itself.
• Programs and grants are not sufficient.
• Social business activities usually have specific requirements and
issues that a commercial activity or a productive activity doesn’t have.
A suitable number of people agree with the idea
that the following topics are important:
The health and social care sector (categories of
services, opportunities, challenges);
Creating networks and synergies with social actors
(Communication strategies).
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Results from italian report
Online questionnaires to young people - 32 young people in total. The people who
answer the questionnaire were female for the 71,9% and male for the 28,1%.
The results of the survey are:
The topic that are perceived as “extremely important” are:
Introduction to social entrepreneurship and social
innovation;
Setting up and managing a social enterprise;
Developing a social business model and a business plan;
Seeking funding and attracting investors;
Creating social value
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clear and shared idea
of "social enterprise”

specific skills for
the development
of this type of
business,

need to
update regulations

problems of
access to markets
and to credit.

Challenges
share information
and disseminate
experiences
Peculiarities

Ecosystem
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Field of study

The majority of people included in the survey, have an education in Politics, Public
Administration and Civic Education; but the percentage doesn’t represent by itself
the absolute majority of the whole sample. In such a small sample we have a large
number of many different education path, moreover there are people with a high
education level (bachelor, master degree…) and also people with professional
education (machinery) and even in the same field we can have different level of
education. For instance, we can have people who studied education at high school
and also people who studied education as well at University.
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Health and social business
▪ The main sector were health care social business:
i.

fair health, low cost, low profit, light health etc.

What elements qualify the health offer of the social enterprise? And what are
the most effective indicators of investment sustainability? Which models of
experiences already in place whether they are non-profit, profit or in a mixed
position? What are the strategic choices in a market of health that is radically
changing in supply and demand?
Some responses
- price and its management, range of services offered,
- customer involvement, attention to the evaluation of the service and the
service,
- guarantee of the appropriateness of the service in a context where the "high"
price has always been synonymous with quality of performance
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Good practice for the activity:
▪ Dynamo Camp
▪ BasicNeed
▪ Grameen bank- Social business lab
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Good job, everybody!
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